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Styling
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vailable for
Hi, I’m a photographer and stylist based in northern Italy, near 
Venice.
I’m really passionate about assisting creative entrepreneurs and 
meaningful brands to reveal themselves and their ideas through a 
unique style and vision.

RRegardless of whether it is a big or small business, I try to tell its 
story in the most sincere way possible, letting the images tell its 
essence through shadows, earthy tones and emotions.

My visual stories are textural, essential and imperfect and I repre-
sent what the light decides to reveal.

bout Erica



years old

25-34

average comments

 60

female audience

77%

average likes

1176

average post engagement

 5%
followers

 15k

Instaram + udience

@ferraronierica

15% Italy  -  8% S  -  5% India



In this project the Australian tea company 
asked me to interpret in an artistic way 
the release of four new blends.

T2
Collaboration born to promote the new 
Laesseceramica collection “Mademoi-
selle”, launched on November 2020. Light 
and thin vases, pure and essential forms. 
The surfaces become large and generous. 
Tones expand themselves, tell of earth, 
water and fire. Matter, form and color 
ccome together now in perfect balance.

Laesseceramica

Intimate and elegant interpretation for 
this Belgian ceramic artist. Evi’s creations 
are so, clean and harmonious.
The minimal design tells about her back-
ground as an architect; the so colors of 
her love for mother nature.

Evi adoes Ceramics
Collaboration project to promote a limited edi-
tion handmade vases, inspired by the most 
feminine and authentic part of nature. The key-
words of this project: femininity, sustainability, 
innovation, made in Italy

Filia Olive Oil 

rand Partnerships + Collaborations
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